AGING GRACEFULLY

LIFE GETS BETTER:
The Unexpected Pleasures of Growing Older
Wendy Lustbader • Tarcher/Penguin

ANIMALS / NATURE

ZEN MIND, ZEN HORSE:
The Science and Spirituality of Working with Horses
Allan J. Hamilton, MD • Storey Publishing

UNLIKELY FRIENDSHIPS;
47 Remarkable Stories from the Animal Kingdom
Jennifer S. Holland • Workman Publishing
GOOD COMPANY: 
Business Success in the Worthiness Era
Laurie Bassi, Ed Frauenheim, Dan McMurrer, w/Larry Costello
Berrett-Koehler Publishers

PLASTIC OCEAN
Captain Charles Moore w/Cassandra Phillips • Avery Books / Penguin Group

THE CREATIVE CONVERSATION: 
ArtMaking as Playful Prayer
Bridget Benton • Eyes Aflame Publishing
THE NATURE PRINCIPLE: Human Restoration & the End of Nature-Deficit Disorder
Richard Louv • Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill

THE BREATH OF GOD
Jeffrey Small • West Hills / Hundreds of Heads

WILD FLAVORS: One Chef’s Transformative Year of Cooking from Eva’s Farm
Didi Emmons • Chelsea Green

SONG OF TRUSTING THE HEART:
A Classic Zen Poem for Daily Meditation
Tamarack Song, art by Jan Zarema • Sentient Publications
GREEN LIVING

THE URBAN FARM HANDBOOK
Annette Cottrell & Joshua McNichols, photos by Harley Soltes
Mountaineers Books / Skipstone

RECLAIMING OUR FOOD:
How the Grassroots Movement is Changing the Way We Eat
Tanya Denckla Cobb, photos by Jason Houston • Storey Publishing

GRIEVING / DEATH & DYING

THE ART OF DYING AND LIVING:
Lessons from Saints of our Time
Kerry Walters • Orbis Books

HEALTH & HEALING

THE BOREAL HERBAL:
Wild Food and Medicine Plants of the North
Beverley Gray - Aroma Borealis Press
MEMOIR / PERSONAL JOURNEY

PRAYING FOR STRANGERS:
An Adventure of the Human Spirit
River Jordan • Berkley/Penguin

PARENTING / FAMILY

GROW THE TREE YOU GOT
Tom Sturges • Tarcher / Penguin

WHAT’S EATING YOUR CHILD?
Kelly Dorfman, MS, LND • Workman Publishing

PHOTOGRAPHY / ART

TO THE ARCTIC
Florian Schulz • Braided River
RELIGION & SPIRITUALITY

GOD IS NOT A CHRISTIAN
Desmond Tutu • HarperOne / HarperCollins

SCIENCE / COSMOLOGY

THE BOND:
Connecting Through the Space Between Us
Lynne McTaggart • Free Press

THE NEW UNIVERSE AND THE HUMAN FUTURE
Nancy Ellen Abrams & Joel R. Primack • Yale University Press

SOCIAL CHANGE

THE TRANSITION COMPANION:
Making Your Community More Resilient in Uncertain Times
Rob Hopkins • Chelsea Green
DEEP TRUTH: Igniting the Memory of Our Origin, History, Destiny, and Faith
Gregg Braden • Hay House Publishing

WOMEN'S INTERESTS

WOMEN, SPIRITUALITY AND TRANSFORMATIVE LEADERSHIP
Kathe Schaaf, Kay Lindahl, Kathleen S. Hurty, PhD, & Rev. Guo Cheen
Skylight Paths Publishing

SMALL PRESS GOLD

TO THE ARCTIC
Florian Schulz • Braided River

GOD, SEED: Poetry & Art About the Natural World
Rebecca Foust, ill. Lorna Stevens • Tebot Bach Press
PHILEAS'S FORTUNE:
A Story about Self-Expression
Agnés de Lestrade, ill. by Valeria Docampo • Magination Press

LADDER TO THE MOON
Maya Soetoro-Ng, ill. by Yuyi Morales • Candlewick Press

SAMMY IN THE SKY
Barbara Walsh, paintings by Jamie Wyeth • Candlewick Press

STONES FOR MY FATHER
Trilby Kent • Tundra Books
FIVE THOUSAND YEARS OF SLAVERY
Marjorie Gann and Janet Willen • Tundra Books